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These are the most troublesome problems
raised by the evidence now available:
1. The autopsy establishes that Kennedy
was shot three times at point-blank range.
The bullets entered back to front. The fatal
bullet entered Kennedy's bead behind his
right ear from a distance of 1 to 11,i inches.
These facts are not in dispute, yet no credible witness places the gun of Sirhan Slrhanthe man convicted as Kenedy's killer—in a
position to have fired these bullets. Tice
consensus of eyewitness testimony places Sirhan's gun 2 to 3 feet in front of Kennedy.
Pete Hamill (the writer), Frank Burns (a
Los Angeles attorney) and others who saw
the shooting at close range are unequivocal
on this point: That Susan's gun was never
close to the place from which the bullets
were fired that Inflicted the wounds described in the autopsy.
Karl Hecker and Richard Liable were two
of the people closest to the actual shooting.
(Hecker was assistant maitre d' at the hotel
where the shooting occurred; Ittbie is an
independent television producer.) This is
what they saw:
Hecker, "There was a Maumee of at least
life feet between the muzzle of Sirhan's gun
and Kennedy's head ... There Is no way the
shots described in the autopsy could have
come from Susan's gun."
Lubic. "The muzzle of Slrhan's gun was 2
to 3 feet away from Kennedy's head. It IS
nonsense to say that he fired bullets into
Kennedy from a distance of I to 2 Inches.
since his gun was never anywhere that near
FLAWS IN RFK-STRFLItei CASE CRY to Kennedy."
These witnesses told these facts to the
FOR FRESH LOOK
elaborates at the time of the original Investigation into the assassination.
HON. CHRISTOPHER J. DODD
2. Leading ballistics experts have examined
the relatively undamaged bullets (or tech_
OF CONNECTICUT
nically proficient photographs of these bulIN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
lets) that were removed from Kennedy's neck
and William Weisel's stomach. These experts
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report that It is very unlikely that these two
Mr. DODD, Mr. Speaker, an article by bullets could have been fired from the same
former Representative Allard K. Lowen- gun_ William Harper, a leading California
stein recently appeared In the Washing- crIminaust whose findings raised the first
ton Star which I would like to call to serious questions about the ballistics evidence in the case, concluded:
the attention of my colleagues.
Two guns were being fired concurrently
Mr. Lowenstein has spent a great deal
In
the kitchen pantry of the Ambassador
of time researching into the assassinaHotel at the time of the shooting.. .. It Is
tions of President John F. Kennedy and extremely unlikely that any of the bullets
Senator Robert F. Kennedy and on May fired by the Sirhan gun ever struck the body
13 he addressed the freshmen delegation of Kennedy."
about his research. I feel his article
A panel of experts analyzed the ballistic
points out a number of discrepancies in evidence at the convention of the American
Academy
of Forensic Sciences in Chicago in
the Investigation into the assassination
February. The experts agreed that this eviof Robert Kennedy.
dence required a reopening of the investlgaIt is for this reason that I have Joined lion, and that reliable scientific measures
with Congressman GoNzal-EZ and 32 of could be taken that would help clear up at
my colleagues in cosponsoring a resolu- least some of the confusion.
One member of the panel, Prof. Herbert
tion that would create in the House a
select committee of seven members for MacDonell, a world-renowned authority In
forensic
pathology, stated flatly, "The bullet
the purpose of studying the circumstances surrounding the deaths of Presi- removed from Kennedy's neck could not have
come from Strhan SlrhaiVe revolver."
dent John F. Kennedy, U.S. Senator
MacDonell based this conclusion on a study
Robert F. Kennedy, Dr. Martin Luther of the cannelures on the bullets recovered
King, and the attempted assassination of from Kennedy's neck and Weisel's stomach.
Gov. George Wallace. This resolution "Cannelares" are concentric rings formed In a
which is currently pending before the bullet's surface and running around he cirRules Committee calls for Immediate ac- cumference. MacDonell reports that the Kenminimag,
tion so that the truth about the assassi- nedy bullet, a .22-caliber
nations and the near assassinaion of has one cannelure, while the Weisel bullet
has two. The eight empty cartridge cases
George Wallace can be discovered and so taken from SU:boa's Iver-Johnson revolver
that we may know how to prevent future were made by the Cascade Manufacturing Co.
assassinations from taking place.
of Lewiston, Idaho, which has informed MacMr. Speaker, at this time I would like Donell that It has never manufactured any
to include the text of the article in the .22-caliber long-rifle bullets with one
cannelure.
RECORD:
3. Bullets from it gun test fired by the Los
FLAWS IN IRK-SLIERAN CASE CRY FOR
Angeles Pollee Department eriminalist, DeForam Loos:
Wayne Wolfer, were entered Into evidence at
(By Allard K. Lowenstein)
Sirhan's trial as Exhibit 65. Wolfer testified
Almost nobody has noticed, but the olltclel that these bullets matched the bullet that
theory of the assassination of Sea. Robert was recovered from Kennedy's neck, and that
therefore the bullets that hit Kennedy could
F. Kennedy has fallen apart.
etc.), It may be Inappropriate to welt for
years before deciding to recognize a former
enemy. Not to recognize and to help Vietnam would forego an unusual opportunity
to set an example of speed In the resolution
Of complex international dlfferences.
( el We might have foregone actions that
'would help bridge divisiveness within the
American populace, through all Americans
watching the heating of human and physical
wounds in Vietnam. pertly through our help.
(f) Serendipity. The furnishing of aid, recognition and the opening of broad contacts
with Vietnam would present a variety of opportandtle.a that are presently not foreseeable, Failure to recognize and help Vietnam
would foreclose taking advantage of these
opportunities.
a. TENTATIVE coisetustosts
This, analysis indicates that the U.S.
should seriously consider and probably adopt
policies of near-future recognition and substential aid to Vietnam. The analysis indicates that there will be risk in acing this, but
probably leas risk than la not doing it.
It can be expected that a coordinated Congressional-Executive Branch effort would be
required in order to gain the Initial financial
support from the American people. This
might be accomplished by representatives of
both branches laying out the alternatives
before the American public and inviting debate on them.
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only have been fired by tics gun he had test
fired. The serial number of that gun, inscribed in Wolfer's handwriting on Exhibit
55, 19 1118602. The serial number of Sirhan'a
gun is 1153725.
Wolfer says title discrepancy is the result of
a "clerical error." Requests to teat Are (or refire) 11113802 brought the information that
that gun had been destroyed by the LAPD,
Requests to test tire (or rein%) H52725 have
been refused.
Thus, at this time, It is Impossible to discover whether Sirhan's gun, H53725, has over
been test fired. But the sworn testimony of
Wolfer is that the bullets that killed Kennedy were fired by a different gun, 131116112,
and no other gun ln the world.
4. Slrhan's gun could and did fire eight
bullets. One bullet was recovered from each
of the five bystanders who were shot In the
pantry. Two bullets were recovered from
Kennedy—one shattered, from his bead (the
fatal bullet), and the other% discussed above.
from his neck. Thus, seven of the eight bullets that Sieben could have fired have been
recovered. An eighth bullet is officially described as "lost In the ceiling Intel-apace."
Another bullet exited Kennedy's chest, and
still another passed through the right
shoulder pad of his picket. The LAP]) removed three panels from the sound-paneling
below the ceiling and booked them' as evidence because they contained bullet holes.
The (anew eimbinatfone of bow eight hutfeta caused all tide damage are varied and
confusing. But no matter how many theories
are advanced, one fact In inescapable: if only
eight bullets were fired, one bullet had to
enter one of the ceiling panels, bounce or the
floor above exist through another ceiling
panel and end finally in one of the bystanders.
The official position is that the bullet removed from the bead of a bystander, Mrs.
Elizabeth Evans, did this. Mrs., Evans had
lost her Shoe, and was stooped over to retrieve It when ahe was Tilt to the forehead
by a bullet from the ceiling that then pro- greased Into her scalp. This bullet weighed
39 grains when'flred. Thirty-one grains were
removed from Mrs. Evans' head, and an
additional fragment Is still in her scalp.
It should be added that at the time of
the assassination et least one more bullet
was reliably reported to have been found In
the pantry. Ap AP wirephato taken on
June 5. 1965, shows two policemen examining what the AP caption describes as a "Bullet Found Near Kennedy Shooting Scene."
It in located in a door frame that we booked
into evidence by the authorities. The LAPD
and the office of the district attorney now say
this report was inaccurate.
S. The local authorities have tried to reinforce their version of events by continually
repeating two statements they know are
false:
A. "No one saw any other weapon," as
Joseph Busch, now the Los Angeles district
attorney, has put tt to Stern magazine and
others. In fact, Busch known there was at
least one other gun in the pantry, that it
was drawn, and that it was located In the
area from which the butlets that hit Kennedy were fired.
Richard Lubic is among those who saw
that gun: ". . . I saw a man In a guard's
uniform standing a couple of feet to my
left behind Kennedy. He had a gun In his
hand and Was pointing It downward."
The man that Lubic saw "in a guar'd's
uniform" was a part-time security guard
who had been hired by the Ace Guard Service
of Van Nuys. Calif. The guard has subsequently acknowledged that he was standing
Just behind Kennedy, that he was carrying
a gun, and that he drew it "to protect Kennedy," Ile denies- having fired this gun.
B. Busch has repeated on national TV and
elsewhere the odd statement that every witnets saw Sirhan kill Kennedy—a statement
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... that obacid lie serepered with the testimony most loet his life during the shooting in the
l' • ' of eyewitnesses eummarizetl In item 1 above. hotel pantry. He is a man of rare quality
ea ' perirspi even more revealing that these and spirit. We believed that the farce of our
.., 1 csameral inleatoternents about the eyewitness questions would arouse enough public con0.e ircinieny Is Bunch's reply when asked to cern to encourage official cooperation in
i ;`1" Darns sue such eyewitness. "Karl laecker," he quest for adequate answers.
It Is now apparent, however, that no mat. :Bard on NBC's Tomorrow show. He told Stern
I
4 intigezlne, We have a wanes who saw that ter how grave the questions, and no matter
1 mreales weapon was right at Kennedy's who aske them, the °inches most directly
concerned are determined to stonewall as
head .. . Karl Decker. He's our man."
I have Included an excerpt from Decker's long as they can. Their misstatements grow
'statement with the general summary of eye- more strident, and they are dug la to resist
ivitness testimony. But In view of Busch's any effort to explore the problems posed by
description of Decker as "our man, ' It may the evidence. They will continue to say that
be useful to quote Uecher's statement in full: the case Is closed because Sieben was con--e`
"I have told the police and testified dur- victed and there is no "new" evidence, as if
ing the trial that there was a distance of at old evidence becomes Irrelevant if one simleast 11.4 feet between the muzzle of Sirhen's ply suppresses or ignores it until it has aged.
gun and Kennedy's head. The revolver was
Of course, stonewalling involves the risk
directly In front of my nose. After SIthan's that failure compounds one's difficulties. But,
second shot, I pushed his hand that held the by dennition, stonewalling does not fail if it
revolver down, and pushed him onto the succeeds—that is, if aggressively trumpeted
steam table. There is no way that the (Meta falsehoods dissuade further investigation,
described in the autopsy could have come the falsehoods go generally undetected and
from Sirhan's gun. When I told this to the no one realises there has been any stoneauthorities, they told me that I was wrong. walling. So the present policy of the Los AnBut I repeat now what I told them then: geles authorities is a gamble, but it is a gainatrium never got close enough for a point- hie at reasonable !Ade For there will be no
blank shot, never."
outcry for a new investigation If people do
It La worth noting that Decker has raised not know the facts that warrant an outcry—
still another problem. At least four bullets and they cannot know these facts If there
hit Kennedy or his clothing. If Sirhan was isn't adequate media coverage. If there is no
"pushed onto the steam table" after tiring public outcry, few people In positions of
two shots, It is difficult to see haw he could Influence will risk their reputations to press
have fired four shots that hit Kennedy. The for reopening the case. (My wile says I am
tax other bullets Slithers fired would have now in transit from "former congressman" to
had to hit other targets, (ante he could hard- - current kook").
ly have shot Kennedy from behind at pointWhich takes us full circle: How can we get
blank range while he was struggling on the a fresh, independent investigation if the
steam table.
facts that demand such an Investigation are
stonewalled into nonexistence?
If the Los Angeles authorities went their
The reason most frequently given for the
theory to regain any credibility with people absence of coverage Is a variation on the cllWho know the facts, they will have to deal ets] excuse for inaction: facts about this
with this eyewitnees and ballistics evidence, case, however significant, are not "new."
which to date they have ignored, concealed Sometimes this seems to mean that if a
oa distorted. They seem to believe that re- newsboy's insomniac grandmother once heard
peating nalsetatementa will make them come something on a late-night talk show in
true, or that awkward questions can be Dubuque, the rest of the public cannot find
made to go away by impugning the ques- out about It unless they happen to know
tioners.
her.
Like many others, I tried for a long time
But even this reasoning cannot explain
afterward to avoid anything connected with
the assassination of Kennedy. The loss was why developments that merit front-page
treatment
In Europe go virtually unreported
too staggering, and it was hard enough to
move ahead without making matters oven In the United States, Few Americans have
heard,
for
example, about the concluelons of
Mere difficult by picking at a scar t00 close
to the heart. Furthermore, the facts seemed the panel of ballistics experts cited above, or
obvious, and an the context of those tames know shout the plea of four of the bystantlthere seemed no reason to question the era who were shot, or have seen the statements of the witnesses closest to the scene
obvious.
During my term in Congress, I continued of the murder.
Recently, several Stern magazine reportto refuse to listen to questions about any
Of the sunewednatione. I believe we all are ers conducted an extended investigation.
Their
findings were detailed in a cover story
indebted to these people who researched
these qua/Mons and kept them alive during entitled, "The Reel Murderer (of Robert
that tong period before revelations about Kennedy) is Still Free-" Those findings were
other matter(' finally made some of us realize not reported In the United States.
how closed-minded we had been about the
Given these experiences, it's hard to think
assassinations.
of anything that will get much media attenEven when I finally began to look Into the tion, short of someone confessing on the Capevidence. I found myself hoping that the itol steps. And meanwhile, the American
local authorities would provide satisfactory public has no way to discover that a crime
explanations for the troublesome problems that changed the course of our history is
that arose.
unsolved, with all the potentially enormous
And I was reluctant to get into a public significance that feet may hold for the future
discussion that I knew would cause more of the nation.
pain for the Kennedy family, which, Clod
If the stonewalling succeeds. we will be
known, had suffered enough,
compounding the tragedy of Robert KenFor these reesens. I nest privately with the nedy's murder. For what commerical the reauthorities over the mune of a year before opening of this case is not curiosity, nor devoI was willing to accept the fact that such tion to abstract concepts of justice, nor senprivate efforta were futile.
timentalism about Kennedy. What commands
It was at that point that I Joined with the reopening of this case is the grisly queePant Schrade to mime questions publicly, time of whether disasters may loom ahead
Schratie, a United Auto Workers Official who that could be averted IS we found out more
was working in the Kennedy campaign, al- about disasters already past.
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THE MESS IN PORTUGAL

HON. MICHAEL HARRINGTON
or zennoncwasvms
IN THE MOOSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, may 21, 1975
Mr. HARRINGTON. Mr. Speaker, like
many of my colleagues, I was greatly
encouraged by the outcome of the recent
elections in Portugal, where more than
90 percent of the eligible voters took
advantage of their first opportunity in
half a century to cast their ballots in an
open political contest, The results showed
conclusively that the vast majority of
Portuguese citizens favor neither rightwing nor leftwing dictatorship, but
moderate-to-Liberal policies of gradual
social change through the democratic
process.
Thus it is distressing indeed to see the
recent actions of the reigning armed
fortes movement and of certain leftwing
splinter groups in that country who are
bent on rule through force and intimidation. As you know, I have been one of
the most outspoken critics of our State
Department's handling of the new situation in Portugal, but I hasten to add that
the military rulers' policies and the acts
of terror and vandalism committed by
Maoist radicals in recent days in Lisbon
are repugnant to decent people everywhere and particularly alarming to members of the Atlantic community.
I call upon my colleagues today to join
me in a strong expression of protest to
the Portuguese government for the mob
attack on the U.S. Embassy in Lisbon
last Sunday, and let us also express our
concern for the clear failure of the armed
forces movement to reflect the will of the
people in its day-to-day practices and
policies.
For those of my colleagues who have
not kept up with the reports to which I
refer, I am inserting in the RECORD the
following two articles from Monday's
New York Times and yesterday's Washington Post:
From the New York Times, May 19, 19751
Pommel:IESE PlioresT AT Tar U.S. geladesT
Ltsison, May 18.—Dernonstratora waving
red flags end shouting anti-American slogans
gathered outside the United States Embassy
here Sunday vandalized diplomatic vehicles
and splashed the walla with red paint.
The outbreak occurred HZ Portugal's leftist tale:say leaders prepared to meet discuss creating a Cuban-style people's movement and a revolutionary tribunal to try soldiers and civilians accused of political
crimes.
About 50 demonstrators gathered outside
the American embassy building, vandalized
the parked ears Dad pasted posters on the
walls as the police watched.
One teen-ager was raised on the shoulders
of another to paint a red swastika on the
United States emblem above the main entrance.
"The, pollee are just standing around
watching them," a British bystander said.
"They aren't doing anything.,
aataxiCAN PIOTECrEnt

Military forces at finst stood by, but later
«eventl jeeploads of soldiery protected an

